APPENDIX A

Student Survey

1. When compared with a course that has a traditional paper textbook, did having the textbook content online for this course help you complete your assigned readings on time?
   Yes_____ OR No_______

2. Was it easy to access the online textbooks to finish your assignments?
   Yes_________ Somewhat_________ No______________

3. If you answered “no” to #3, what would have made it easier to access?___________________

4. Would you want to take another class that had all of the textbook material online? Yes______ OR No______

5. Would you prefer to have taken this class with a paper textbook that you purchase? Yes______ OR No______

6. Do you have home internet access? Yes______ OR No_______

7. Do you have cell phone internet access? Yes_____ OR No_______

8. Did you utilize a Saint Leo Center Computer or Computer Lab to access the textbook content for this course?
   Yes______ OR No_______
APPENDIX B

Professor Survey

1. When compared to classes, where you have taught from a traditional paper textbook, and the purely online textbook content available for this course: Do you feel that having the textbook content already online improved student ability to complete assignments that involved utilization of the texts?
   Yes_____ About the Same_____ No_____

2. When compared to classes, where you have taught from a traditional paper textbook, and the purely online textbook content available for this course: Were students better prepared for class discussions on assigned readings each week in this course?
   Yes_____ About the Same______ No_____

3. Did any student relay to you that they had no access to the internet? Yes_____ OR No_____

4. Did any student relay to you that they had any other technical difficulties accessing the online texts? Yes_____ OR No_____

5. If you answered “yes” to #4, what were the technical difficulties they encountered?____________________________________________________

6. Do you feel it is easy to access the online textbook content? Yes______ Somewhat_____ No_____

7. Do you feel that the online textbook content was comprehensive in the scope of the subject? Yes_____ Somewhat_____ No_____

8. Do you feel that the online textbook content was written well?
   Yes______ Somewhat______ No______

9. Do you feel that the online textbook content presented was arranged in a logical way for student understanding of the subject? Yes_____ OR No______

10. Overall, what is your satisfaction with the online textbook content? Very Satisfied_____ Satisfied_____ Somewhat dissatisfied_____ Very Dissatisfied______